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Officers:

- Chair: Andrey N. Fionov, Member # 41419851, fionov@neic.nsk.su.
- Vice Chair: Nadezhda A. Dvorechenskaya, Member # 41557003, n.dvorechenskaya@ieee.org.
- Secretary/Treasurer: Alexander V. Gridchin, Member # 40305018, ieeenstu@yandex.ru.
- GOLD Representative: Oleg V. Stukach, Senior Member # 40239233, tomsk@ieee.org.
- IRO: Nadezhda A. Dvorechenskaya, Member # 41557003, n.dvorechenskaya@ieee.org

Chapter Chairs

- MTT/ED/CPMT/COM/SSC Chapter (Novosibirsk) – Viatcheslav P. Shuvalov, shwp@neic.nsk.su
- AP/ED/MTT/COM/EMC Chapter (Tomsk) – Oleg V. Stukach, tomsk@ieee.org
- PE-S Chapter (Irkutsk) – Sergey V. Podkovalnikov, spodkovalnikov@isem.sei.irk.ru
- LEO-S Chapter (Novosibirsk) – Michael G. Noppe, noppe@ieee.org
- E-S Chapter (Novosibirsk) – Boris I. Krouk, krouk@neic.nsk.su
- EMB-S Chapter (Novosibirsk) – Vladimir K. Makukha, makukha@online.nsk.su
- IE/IA/PEL Chapter (Novosibirsk) – Sergey A. Kharitonov, kharit@ntcom.ru

Membership:
IEEE Russia Siberia Section has in total 237 Active Members as of April 11, 2007 (0 Fellows, 20 Senior Members and 82 Student Members).

Meetings:

- 1 Administrative, 6 Technical, 8 Professional, 1 Social and 1 Educational meetings (according to www.ieee.org/[31]).

Collaboration with National Society:
The Section continues to collaborate actively with the local branch of the Russian scientific and technical society of radio engineering, electronics and telecommunications (A.S. Popov Society), Russian Society of Power Electronics Engineers, Academy of Electrical Engineering Science of the Russian Federation and International Informatization Academy.

Activities in the near future:

- organizing conferences and workshops:
  - International Conference "Informatics and Problems of Telecommunications", April, SibSUTI
  - IEEE International Siberian Conference on Control and Communications (SIBCON-2007), April 20-21, Tomsk
  - 6th LEO-S Student and Doctoral Student conference-competition, 22 April, NSTU
  - 8th Siberian Russian Workshop and Tutorial on Electron Devices and Materials (EDM'2006), July, 1-5, Erlagol, Altai Republic
  - 1st International Workshop and Tutorials on Micro- and NanotechnologIeS (MicroTech-2007), December, NSTU, Sheregesh NEW
- creation of new chapters (Uzbekistan COM-S, Novosibirsk C-S, Yekaterinburg (EM/COM/C/MTT-S), Krasnoyarsk (MTT/AP/COM-S));
- financial support of active and initiative chapters and student branches;
- member grade elevation;
- holding promotional lectures;
- development and maintenance of new Section’s website.
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